From Additional Director General of Police (Training) Thiruvananthapuram

To All Unit Heads

Sir,

Sub : Inviting nomination for Course on Crimes Against Women Course for Police Officers at CAPT,Bhopal from 23rd to 28th Sept 2019-reg:-


Kindly refer to the above.

CAPT,Bhopal is organising course on Crimes Against Women Course for Police Officers from 23rd to 28th Sept 2019 at CAPT,Bhopal. Level of participants is Inspector to DSP/ASP. As such eligible nominations if any may be forwarded to this office on or before **07/09/2019**. The nominations should contain details such as Name, Rank, Designation, Office Address and Contact Details including e-mail ID.

Yours faithfully

Sandhya B IPS
Additional Director General of Police

Copy To : (1). SPC,Kerala (with C/L) for information.
(2). IGP,SCRB to upload details in webportal of Kerala Police.
WIRELESS/E-MAIL MESSAGE

TO THE DIRECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE (ALL STATES/UTS)

INFO 1. THE DIRECTORS, STATE POLICE ACADEMIES

TELANGANA(HYDERABAD) /CHHATTISGARH (RAIPUR)/ GUJARAT (KARAI GANDHINAGAR)/ HARYANA (MADHUBAN, KARNAL)/ J&K (UDHAMPUR), KARNATAKA (MYSORE), KERALA (THRISSUR), MP (SAGAR AND BHOURI, BHOPAL), MAHARASTRA (NASIK), ORISSA (BHUBNESHWAR), PUNJAB (PHILLAUR, JALANDHAR), RAJASTHAN (JAIPUR), TAMILNADU (CHENNAI), UP (MORADABAD) & WEST BENGAL (BARRACKPORE).

2. ADDL DG /IG (TRAINING), (ALL STATES/UTS).

3. SPL./ADDL. COMMISSIONER OF POLICE

DELHI, MUMBAI, KOLKATA, CHENNAI, BANGALORE, HYDERABAD, AHMEDABAD, NAGPUR, NASIK, PUNE.

4. DIRECTOR/ PTRI, BHOPAL

FM DIRECTOR, CAPT (BPR&D), BHOPAL (MP)

NO. 48/ TRG/NMSW-10/CAPT/BPL-2019

DATED, 26TH AUG, 2019

PLEASE REFER NO. 78/34/2018-TRG.P8/BPR&D DATED 04.09.2018 AND 65/15/2018-TRG/PP/BPR&D DATED 07/07/2018 FOR CONDUCTING OF TRAINING OF TRAINERS PROGRAMME ON WOMEN SAFETY FOR 100 INVESTIGATING OFFICERS AT CAPT BHOPAL.

AS YOU ARE AWRE, THE MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS (MHA) HAS CREATED A NEW DIVISION NAMELY WOMEN SAFETY DIVISION TO COMPREHENSIVELY ADDRESS THE ISSUES OF WOMEN SAFETY. THE ROLE OF THE DIVISION IS TO STRENGTHEN INVESTIGATION AND FORENSIC SET UP IN STATES/UT’S, TRAINING AND SKILL DEVELOPMENT OF INVESTIGATORS. THIS WOULD GIVE A CREDIBLE RESPONSE TO EMERGING SITUATION OF CRIME AGAINST WOMEN, ESPECIALLY MINOR GIRLS. IT WILL ALSO RESULTS IN TIME BOUND PROSECUTION AND INVESTIGATION IN CASES OF RAPE AND OTHER MATTERS RELATED TO WOMEN SAFETY.
DURING ONE WEEK TRAINING INVESTIGATING OFFICERS WILL BE PROVIDED TRAINING ON:-

- Adult Learning, Constitutional Mandate, Legal Framework, Policies and Practices on Women’s Safety and Protection,
- Analysis of Offences Against Women Under IPC,
- Recording and Appreciation of Evidences of Victims in Cases of Sexual Offences Including Child Victim,
- Collection and Evaluation of Sexual Assault Forensic Evidence,
- Hands on Sexual Assault Evidence Collection Kit (SAECK),
- Collection, Storage and Transportation of Forensic Evidence in Investigation,
- Cyber Crime Against Women and Collection of Digital Evidence,
- Online Crime Against Women and Issues and Challenges in Tackling Cyber Crime Investigation,
- Identifying and Preserving Digital Evidence, Safeguarding Victim Privacy in a Digital World,
- Protection Against Child Sexual Abuse and Harassment Under POCSO Act and Measures to Prevent Child Pornography,
- Landmark Judgements of the Supreme Court and High Court on Women Safety and Protection,
- Understanding Consent; Corroboration and Prior Sexual Conduct,
- Procedural Protective Measures for Victim of Sexual Offence,
- Compensation to Victim of Sexual Offences and Rehabilitation Including Child Victim of Sexual Offence.

One such course on “CRIMES AGAINST WOMEN (NMSW) COURSE FOR POLICE OFFICERS” (INSPI, DSP AND ASP) IS BEING ORGANIZED BY CENTRAL ACADEMY FOR POLICE TRAINING (BPR&D) BHOPAL (MP) () THE COURSE WILL BE ORGANIZED FROM 23/09/2019 TO 28/09/2019 () THE COURSE CAPACITY WOULD BE 60 () PLEASE NOMINATE THREE POLICE OFFICERS AS “DETAILED” AND ONE AS “RESERVE” FROM RESPECTIVE STATES/UTS/ INSTITUTES LATEST BY 15/09/2019().

The contact details (email/mobile numbers) of nominated officers may be sent to Capt, Bhopal on email: pcbadoliya@bprd.nic.in & surendrasingh@bprd.nic.in and may contact us on 9424478723, 9824987702 () THE NOMINEES MAY BE DIRECTED TO REPORT AT CAPT CAMPUS KANHASAIYA, BHOPAL (MP) BY 22/09/2019 (EVENING) () THE DRESS CODE OF THE WORKSHOP WOULD BE FORMAL- OFFICIAL UNIFORM AND FOR THE DINNER/GET-TOGETHER WILL BE CIVIES-FULL SUIT OR FULL SLEEVE SHIRT, TIE & TROUSER WITH FORMAL SHOES FOR GENTLEMEN, AND SAREE/SALWAR KAMEEZ/BUSINESS SUIT FOR LADIES ().

Capt is located on Vindisha By-Pass Road (Near Transport Nagar, Kokta)Bhopal and is about 20 kms from Main Railway Station, Bhopal () THE CONTACT NO OF ACADEMY IS 0755-2706000 () TRAVEL PLAN OF THE PARTICIPANTS MAY BE SENT BY E-MAIL OR ON TELEPHONE ()

Director
Capt. Bhopal